ZIGZAG2 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (Double Screen Panel Horizontal Operating System)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHIPMENT, UNPACKING AND INSTALLATION
Shipment
- During the shipment of the insect screen, pay attention not to let the box or package fall. The plastic components could be damaged
- Avoid also other heavy materials being placed on top, that could bend the long profiles of the insect screen
Unpacking
- Remove all the cardboard packaging from around the product. Pay attention not to cut or to mark the insect screen with cutter or scissors
- Don't leave packaging material where there are children; it could represent a source of danger
ATTENTION: It is the responsibility of the installer to evaluate the suitability of the fixing systems supplied by the producer and whether to use
them, relative to the condition of the materials of the fixing surface (wall) and to applicable standards. During installation, follow workplace safety
regulations(Italian only decree 164).

Installation of Magnum 31mm Double horizontal
- Fix with screws the side guide and the top guide. Fix with adhesive tape, already included, the bottom guide (Picture.1). In the middle of the
bottom guide, place the central stopper (Picture.2)

ATTENTION: do not open the mesh.

-

Move the mesh body into the side U profile and clips them inside. (Fig. 3).

-

Insert in the central stopper the wires, as in the Picture 2 and pull the wires, hiding the knot into the central stopper.

ATTENTION:

be sure do not cross the cords.
-

Insert the cord carrier in the top guide and fix it with the screws, in the centre (Picture.4)

ATTENTION: be sure do not cross

the cords.
-

Insert the tensioner in the second top side opening. Pull until the cords will be slightly in strain. (fig.5)
Now it’s possible to open the mesh. (Picture 6)
Repeat previous ponts for the second mesh system.

ATTENTION: at the end the 2 cord carrier has to touch each

other, like in a mirror.
-

Adjust if need, the strain of the cord and the parallelism of the profiles, give more or less strain.

ATTENTION: do not give too

much strain to the cords.
How to remove the Magnum 31mm double horizontal
-

At the top: inside the top guide, unscrew the tensioner and cord carrier and remove them from the guide
At the bottom: take out from the central stopper the wires
Keeping the top cords with 2 hands, pull. This will disconnect the mesh system form the magnet in the top part first.
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